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modeling, social science, linguistic processing, and systems
integration. This distributed team required a loosely-coupled
functional architecture which would allow team members
to develop system components independently, but allow for
rapid and simple integration. Additionally, the vast majority
of inputs to the system were anticipated to be continuously
ingested streams of data needing near-real-time processing,
so a streaming architecture was deemed appropriate.

Abstract—Developed under the IARPA Open Source Initiative program, EMBERS (Early Model Based Event Recognition
using Surrogates) is a large-scale big-data analytics system
for forecasting significant societal events, such as civil unrest
incidents and disease outbreaks on the basis of continuous,
automated analysis of large volumes of publicly available data.
It has been operational since November of 2012, delivering
approximately 50 predictions each day. EMBERS is built on a
streaming, scalable, share-nothing architecture and is deployed
on Amazon Web Services (AWS).

B. Software Architecture

I. I NTRODUCTION

In order to meet these needs, the EMBERS system was
designed to be made up of a large number of simple
independent components wired together in a pipes and
filters architecture [2]. A simple simple message-passing
design was adopted for data exchange, using JSON messages
transmitted over ZeroMQ sockets. The component programs
of the EMBERS system (described below) implement multiple independent data transduction steps, from data ingest,
normalization and indexing to entity extraction, geo-coding,
and keyword counting. Architecturally EMBERS is closely
related to the UIMA [3] model for pipeline processing
of content and similar systems such as Storm [4] and
IBM InfoSphere Streams [5]. EMBERS differs from these
approaches in that it minimizes required infrastructure and
uses open interfaces for data.

Anticipatory intelligence is an important frontier of ‘big
data’ research, wherein myriad data streams are fused together to generate predictions of critical societal events
such as civil unrest incidents, disease outbreaks and election
outcomes in order to identify threats and aid decision making
for national security, law enforcement, and intelligence missions. EMBERS [1] is an anticipatory intelligence system
supported by the Intelligence Advanced Research Project
Activity (IARPA) OSI (Open Source Indicators) program
which produces detailed forecasts of critical societal events
in Latin America and the Middle East and North Africa on
the basis of publicly available (open-source) data.
EMBERS has been operational since November 2012 and
has delivered over 16,000 fine-grained event-predictions on
the basis of a wide range of data, from high-volume, highvelocity, noisy and unstructured social media such as Twitter
to lower-volume, higher-quality structured data sources, such
as OpenTable reservation cancellations or humidity measurements. EMBERS predictions, which specify the date, location and type of event, have been evaluated retrospectively
against ground truth data created by human analysts. The
quality of the predictions and their accuracy have steadily
improved as the system has been developed. Detailed description of the predictive models and the evaluation, both
methods and metrics, is to be found elsewhere [1]. In this
paper we focus on providing a comprehensive description
of the architecture of the EMBERS system.

C. Operational Infrastructure
EMBERS is deployed on the commercial AWS (Amazon
Web Services) cloud infrastructure as a cluster. The cluster
is a collection of nodes (EC2 virtual machines) which host a
collection of services (individual programs) that read from or
write to streams (ZeroMQ queues or S3 files). Services are
distributed in the cluster according to their resource needs.
The layout of the cluster, including the name, number and
type of VM; the configuration of each service; and the input
and output queues for a service is specified in a configuration
file making cluster setup and deployment trivial. Communications among programs is network-transparent, allowing
services to be moved between nodes with no impact on the
queue topology.
The current cluster configuration consists of 12 machines
with a total of 21 virtual CPUs and 75G of RAM. The
EMBERS system comprises approximately 100 individual

II. A RCHITECTURE
A. Background
EMBERS was developed by a dispersed team of eight
research universities and industry partners, with diverse
expertise in computer science, machine learning, disease
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Figure 1: Layout of the EMBERS Cluster.

programs. Processing, dataflow and machine-state parameters are monitored with Ganglia and Nagios.
III. P ROCESSING P IPELINE
The EMBERS system consists of three major processing
components: Data Ingest, Message Enrichment and Analytic Modeling (Fig. 2). In addition to the the primary
mode of streaming analysis, the architecture also supports
batch processing and database-based cached storage for
data aggregation and persistence. Data is archived from key
points in the processing pipeline, making it easy to replay
the system from historical data. Additionally, messages are
indexed so that derivation chains and audit-trails can be
quickly computed.

Figure 2: EMBERS System Components.

EMBERS performs three targeted semantic analysis tasks:
date normalization, geo-coding and sentiment analysis.
These provide important inputs to the predictive models.
The EMBERS date normalization module (based on TIMEN
package [9], English, Spanish and Portuguese and on the
HeidelTime package [10] for Arabic) determines for each
date expression (e.g. Friday, mañana) in the text, the most
likely date it refers to, based on both textual cues and
metadata. The geocoding module identifies at the granularity
of the city the geographical focus of the input text. For
microblog postings, a simple set of rules for exploiting
geo-spatial metadata (such as mobile device tags and user
profile information) is leveraged to geo-code the posting.
For longer texts, such news articles or blog posts, a more
complex system based on probabilistic soft logic (PSL [11]),
which identifies the likely geo-focus of the text on the
basis of the location entities extracted from the text. The
sentiment analysis system uses the ANEW [12] lexicon (and
translations) to derive a three dimensional sentiment score
(VALENCE, DOMINANCE, AROUSAL).

A. Data ingest
Approximately a dozen different data-source types are
ingested into the EMBERS system, ranging from weekly
government reports to feeds of Twitter posts. Other data
sources include curated data such as HealthMap [6], [7]
alerts and Google Flu Trends data as well as RSS newsfeeds
and blogs. Most EMBERS data sources are text-based but a
significant number, such as Google Flu Trends are numeric
and some are more complex sources such as GDAS (Global
Data Assimilation System [8]), which provides climate information derived from satellite data. EMBERS also ingest
some “derived” data, such as the content of URLs referenced
in a Twitter posting. Currently the system ingests about
19.2G of data per day, which corresponds to about 4.6M
messages a day in total.
B. Enrichment
Textual data passes through a series of text-analytic enrichment processes that feed downstream processing. Basic
processing such as tokenization, part of speech tagging and
lemmatization, as well as named entity extraction (NEE) is
performed by Basis Technology’s RLP and REX products.
This preprocessing serves as input to subsequent deeper
semantic analysis as well as further downstream processing.

C. Analytic Modeling
Predictions about future events come from a set of models that ingest data feeds to produce specific predictions
about the data, location, involved population and type of
event. These models, which operate independently of each
other, use a variety of underlying algorithms such as logis-
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